Minimum operator input, maximum machine output – Trepko Gantry Palletiser

Trepko have completed their range of End of Line Packaging Solutions with the arrival of the newly upgraded Pick and Place Gantry Palletiser.

The system which is recipe driven and programmable through a hand held tablet was designed with flexibility in mind; both rigid and semi-rigid packs can be handled with a single head which utilises both vacuum and gripper. The system can be supplied with attachments for the inclusion of layer sheets and also with an automatic pallet buffer and destacker.

The intelligent control system automatically takes dimensions of the product, calculates and optimises the pallet stack allowing the operator to select the required solution.

The system utilises servo technology to ensure smooth product handling and each pack pattern can be programmed and saved through the recipe menu ensuring rapid pack and product changeovers.

For more information please contact your local Trepko Office or via the website www.trepko.com
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